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Across

3. lower canada thought the britans were trying to kill off 

the french ________

8. robert gourlay discovered the extent of their 

discontent with the govenment and _____

9. the government of upper canada had been established 

in 1791 by the _________ act

13. mackenzie created a news paper called the colonial 

_______

14. what did robert gourlay creat demanding change

15. what kind of govenment is made up of people who are 

elected by voters?

19. voters were ________ by the supporters of candidates

20. who was allowed to vote?

26. two councils and a _______ was given by the act that 

divided upper canada and lower canada

27. _______ governments are indirectly run from britan

28. the government was not interested in listening to 

robets what?

29. what part of british was neither represenative or 

responisble?

30. the english canadians had most of the _________ and 

power

31. what did the britians fear they might be trying to solve 

for the french?

32. chateau clique was supported by which church?

34. mackenzie became one of the most important people 

in which movement?

36. what is the first word in the family compacts name?

37. colonists complained __________ about land and roads

38. when the population ____________ there was less land 

available

Down

1. mackenzie was a argumentative man thhat had 

pursuasive political what?

2. mackenzie was elected to the ________ assembly

4. the farmers could only grow enough to feed their 

______

5. when the agriculture ________ failed some of the land 

was turned into forestry

6. people in upper canada openly _______ declaired who 

they were voting for

7. the english had feelings of what?

10. thyese feelings were created to ________ their 

language and religion

11. upper and lower canada in 1822 to make english the 

official what?

12. most of lower canadas population was french or 

english?

16. the french had mix________ of the english

17. some citizens struggled to pay taxes and other paid 

government what?

18. what kind of govenment are both responsible and 

representative?

21. a small group of wealthy and influential men is called 

a family what?

22. what employed many french canadians

23. the french canadians didnt adjust to whos rules?

24. the wheat crops began to what ?

25. citizens who owned property could elect assemblt 

_________

33. what kind of governemnt can be voted out if elected 

representatives fail to please a majority of people?

35. what did he do to the members of the family compact 

after they broke into his office?


